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ABSTRACT

Billions of facts pertaining to a multitude of domains are now available on the Web as RDF data. However, accessing this data is still a difficult endeavour for non-expert users. In order to meliorate the access to this data, approaches imposing minimal hurdles to their users are required. Although many question answering systems over Linked Data have been proposed, retrieving the desired data is still significantly challenging. In addition, developing and evaluating question answering systems remains a very complex task. To overcome these obstacles, we present a modular and extensible open-source question answering framework. We demonstrate how the framework can be used by integrating two state-of-the-art question answering systems. As a result our evaluation shows that overall better results can be achieved by the use of combination rather than individual stand-alone versions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since its inception, the Web has been used by millions of users with the aim of sharing, reproducing and linking information. More and more structured data, e.g., using the Resource Description Framework (RDF), is made available by users, services and more recently sensors. Consequently, machines are now empowered to use a large amount of data available on the Web. Examples of such datasets are DBpedia [6]1 and LinkedGeoData [10]2, which encompass more than 1 billion triples each. The main advantage of these datasets is that they represent a variety of knowledge across several domains. For example, astronauts who took part in the Apollo 14 mission can be easily retrieved from DBpedia. Although this data is accessible, users still face difficulties when trying to retrieve the desired information using traditional methods.

In particular, state-of-the-art search engines fail to retrieve the set of resources intended by the user because most of them abide by the bag of words paradigm. For instance, the query Apollo 14 astronauts on search engines such as Sigma3 and Sindice4 will retrieve relevant documents rather than the desired set of resources. Furthermore, in some engines fail finding a suitable answer, due to no full understanding of the input query or not properly indexed data in the underlying knowledge base.

Over the last years, several approaches for question answering (QA) based on the Web of Data have been proposed. However, retrieving the desired data is still significantly challenging. Reported results from the Question Answering on Linked Data (QALD) benchmark5 indicate that only \( \approx 54\% \) of the given questions were correctly answered in QALD-1 and \( 32\% \) in the more difficult QALD-2 and QALD-3 benchmarks.

In this paper, we present openQA, an open source question answering framework that combines several question answering systems. The proposed framework can facilitate the evaluation by promoting the modularization and easy integration of new modules via a plug-in architecture. Moreover, our experiments reveal a considerable improvement of correct answers by combining question answering systems, i.e., \( 87.5\% \) using the QALD-3 benchmark.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an background overview and related work. Section 3 introduces the framework architecture and its components. Section 4 details the implemented components and used technologies. Section 5 presents the achieved results. Finally, section 6 concludes with an outlook on future work.

1http://dbpedia.org, version 3.9
2http://linkedgeoedata.org, version of March 23rd, 2014
3http://sig.ma
4http://sindice.com
5http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The World Wide Web Consortium recommend the use of Linked Data (LD) standard to represent and publish open data\(^6\). The LD standard uses for the representation of data (facts, rules and their relationships) the RDF format.

Question answering on linked data is an active and diverse research field with many existing research prototypes designed for different environments. Systems running on a closed domain are optimized for and only work on a specific knowledge base or field, like biology [1] or medicine [2]. Since they do not need to integrate different schemas and knowledge bases and thus suffer less from ambiguity, they generally create faster and higher-quality results. However, closed-domain approaches lack flexibility. Additionally, there are high costs when adapting such a system to a new domain or implementing a new system. Thus, the research focus has been moved towards multi-purpose, open-domain QA systems like FREyA [4] or hybrid approaches like TBSL [11] with a domain unspecific core and a domain specific, adaptable extension.

Question answering is a complex process which consists of many different steps, most of which have to be executed in a sequential manner and are thus called a pipeline. Some of those steps, like natural language processing (NLP), which involves parsing and part-of-speech extraction can make use of mature, well performing tools. No such simple solution exists however for the step of interpretation – the process of extracting the meaning of a question.

FREyA [4] is different from SPARQL driven systems and makes use of a combination of syntactic parse trees, phrases potentially representing ontologies as well as ontology concepts. Phrases potentially representing ontology concepts, so-called Potential Ontology Concepts (POCs) are identified by heuristics on the syntactic parse tree. Ontology Concepts (OCs), are resources from an ontology that are identified matching their labels with phrases from the question without regarding its structure. A consolidation algorithm then matches POCs to OCs. In case of ambiguities, feedback from the user is asked. Disambiguation candidates are created using string similarity in combination with WordNet synonym detection. The system learns from the user selections, thereby improving the precision over time. However, user feedback is rare and expensive.

Most frequently, QALD systems uses a set of predefined graph pattern templates in the interpretation process to generate SPARQL queries representing the input question. The use of SPARQL queries enables the representation of a more complex semantic structure of the original natural language question, going beyond the limitation of triple-only-based systems. However, the strategy used to generate the graph patterns and consequently the SPARQL query differs significantly between approaches. This is the case of SINA [9], TBSL [11] and Casia [5].

SINA is a question answering system that uses the knowledge base itself to formulate the graph pattern templates. The system deals with the input query as being a set of keywords, which enable the interpretation of keyword as well as full question fashion queries. In order to prune the number of generated graph pattern templates, SINA uses a statistical Hidden Markov model.

TBSL is another template-based question answering system for LD. Different from other approaches, TBSL uses an entity identification and predicate detection method to fill the slots of the previously defined SPARQL template query with data extracted from the original query.

Casia [5] generates the graph pattern templates by using the question type, named entities and POS tags techniques. The generated graph patterns are then mapped to resources using Wordnet, PATTY and similarity measures. Finally, the possible graph pattern combinations are used to build SPARQL queries.

As each of these systems has its strengths and weaknesses, we move a step further, adopting a composed solution.

3. FRAMEWORK DESIGN

We propose a framework for combining different approaches to question answering. The design was made taking into account the architecture of classic and over linked data QA systems, search engines, smart assistants as well as hybrid systems such as IBM Watson \(^7\). In the following, we explain our openQA framework architecture which consists of four main modules comprising several sub modules, see Figure 1. The framework has a main work-flow comprising four stages (interpretation, retrieval, synthesis, renderization) and adjacent modules (context and service). The adjacent modules are intended to be accessed by any of the components of the main work-flow.

One of the biggest challenges in realizing a generic framework is how to combine different approaches. To tackle this challenge, the framework was designed in a plug-in architecture style. Plug-in architectures are known for promoting modularization and easy integration. We aim that the openQA architecture allows to support the diversity of many existing Linked Data question answering systems. openQA is organized as follows:

**Answer Formulation.** The core module comprises the answer formulation process, its purpose is to receive an input query and deliver the most probable answer candidates. The answer formulation process is composed by four different stages:

1. **Interpretation** The first and crucial step of the core module is the interpretation. Here, the framework attempts to generate a formal representation of the (intention behind the) input question. By these means, it also determines how the input question will be processed by the rest of the system. Because the interpretation process is not trivial, there is a wide variety of techniques that can be applied at this stage, such as tokenization, disambiguation, internationalization, logical forms, semantic role labels, question reformulation, coreference resolution, relation extraction and named entity recognition amongst others. Most of these technologies are well understood and will not be discussed here. The interpretation stage can generate one or more interpretations of the same input in different formats such as SPARQL, SQL or string tokens.

2. **Retrieval** After an interpretation of the given question is generated, the retrieval stage extracts answers from sources according to the delivered interpretation format or content. For instance, one of the outputs of the interpretation can be: (1) a SPARQL query which can be handled by a triple store; (2) an SQL query which will be processed by a relational database.

---

\(^6\)http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb

3. **Synthesis** Answers may be extracted from different sources, be ambiguous and redundant. To alleviate this issue, the Synthesis stage processes all information from different retrieval sub-modules. Results that appear multiple times are fused with an occurrence attribute that helps to rank, cluster, and estimate the confidence of the retrieved answer candidates. The Synthesis process is closed by **Definition 1**.

**Definition 1 (Synthesis).** Let $R_1, \ldots, R_n$ be the result sets generated by different search. The result of the synthesis process is a duplicate-free result set $R = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} R_i$. The ranking of the results in $R$ is left open to the user but must be specified by the means of an injective function $pos$ which maps each $r \in R$ to exactly one value between 1 and $|R|$.

**Renderization.** Typically, a knowledge base comprises data in several types and formats. Each type of information demands a specific display style to deliver the best possible amount of information to the user. In the proposed architecture, the concepts of answer formulation and presentation are detached. The renderization module encapsulates the answer presentation and comprises one or more renders that work as widgets. That is, each widget plugged to the renderization module can be used to render one type or format of data.

**Context.** Users context can help the answer personalization providing information such as who or where is the user, what is the preferred language or if the question is one of a series of related previous questions. To enable the system to produce better answers, the context module can store users information, such as location, statistics, and previous queries.

**Services.** The services modules are designed to be easily accessed by the components. They intend to facilitate the encapsulation, addition, and sharing of application functionalities between the modules i.e:

1. **Cache** The result of a determined parameter in a function can be required multiple times. The cache service intends to provide efficiency while preventing the execution of the same process multiple times. It stores the results of processes in order that future requests to the same process can be executed faster.

2. **Knowledge Summarization** Currently, the DBpedia dataset comprises millions of facts distributed over millions of entities, but not all this data is useful for users. Knowledge summarization has an important role in knowledge presentation. Knowledge summarization refers to a combination of two techniques, set and entity summarization. Set and entity summarization consist of the use of heuristics to rank respectively entities and their attributes.

4. **Implementation**

The framework is implemented as open-source and additionally provides several built-in components and information about: (1) possible log messages, (2) used memory, (3) errors as well as (4) answered and not answered queries. Figure 1 gives an overview of the implemented modules in gray. Moreover, a test integration framework was developed in order to run evaluation queries on openQA and the underlying modules.
Combining Approaches. Regarding Knowledge Summarization, an algorithm based on Relin [3] has been added. SINA and TBSL were combined as interpretation modules. The framework can handle SPARQL queries over a retrieval component based on the Jena\(^3\) client. The synthesis module is inspired by [7] and formalized by Definition 1 in which \(\text{pos}(r) = -\log(|r|/|R|)\), i.e., the more occurrences an answer has, the more confidence it provides. The rendererization module of openQA uses Infograph. Infograph is a render API developed for openQA that can render (1) SPARQL queries, (2) literals and (3) entities from knowledge bases. Infograph is capable of differentiating entities with and without geographic information as well as automatically generate entity descriptions based on their attributes via SPARQL2NL [8], in case the entity does not have a description.

5. EVALUATION
The evaluation of the described framework was performed measuring improvement of correct answered queries in QALD-3 by combining the participant systems. Furthermore, the framework was assessed with the fourth version of the same benchmark (QALD-4), by using stand-alone versions of TBSL and SINA as well as a combination of both. All evaluations were executed over the multilingual tasks. The correctness and incorrectness synthesized answer from different systems is given by logical conjunction. According to QALD benchmark the result from the synthesis operations should be equal to the given correct answer set \(C\) otherwise is considered incorrect.

\[
\forall x \ C(x) \iff \bigvee_{i=1}^{n} R_i(x)
\]

The QALD-3 evaluation (Figure 3) shows that a significant improvement of correct answers can be achieved (87.5\%) by using a theoretical combination of all the participant systems.

Regarding QALD-4, we measure a combination of the current implemented versions of SINA and TBSL (trained respectively using QALD-2 and QALD-1). As both systems were still under major revision, the tests were focused in how much improvement could be achieved under their combination. The results reveal that a combination of both systems is also better than a stand-alone versions, leading to an improvement of 11\% in correct answered queries.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed architecture is part of a larger research agenda which aims to define and develop a common framework for question answering systems. Therefore, we have implemented several components, which are open source and can be downloaded, plugged and extended.\(^9\) The achieved results indicate that the openQA architecture can be used as a base for developing, combining and evaluating question answering systems. The next efforts will consist of integrating unstructured sources, such as text extracted data from web pages and document bases. Furthermore, we want to extend the implemented modules with non-commercial APIs from other question answering systems and evaluate them against several well-known benchmarks.
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